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The findings of a harbour project that implements Xbloc‐type armour units (of up to 16 m³ size) for
its two breakwaters are presented. This is one of the first applications of Xbloc‐type units in Turkey.
The project aims to construct a sheltered basin for tankers which transport fuel‐oil to the Istanbul
New Airport. The evaluation of the design of the breakwaters is conducted through a series of data
analysis, numerical modelling and laboratory experiments. Design wave conditions are obtained
based on i) numerical WaveWatch III modelling covering four decades, ii) measurements of winds
and fetch distances at the study site, and iii) nearshore wave modelling. Laboratory measurements
are used to verify Xbloc‐type armour layer stability, toe stability and wave overtopping limits. The
effects of high‐water and low‐water levels are investigated in both numerical and physical
experiments. Significant wave overtopping has been observed in overload scenarios considering the
global warming effect. Suitable modifications have been made in the design such as increasing the
crest elevation and strengthening the rubble mound at the rear side. Results show that the armour
and toe layers have been verified to remain stable.

The project aims to construct a sheltered basin for tankers (100,000 DWT maximum) which
transport fuel‐oil to the Istanbul New Airport. The project area is located along the Black Sea coast of
Northwestern Turkey and includes the design of two breakwaters.

Following the wind and wave climate analysis for the project area, a numerical wave transformation
modelling study is executed. In order to examine the wave characteristics, various wind and wave
sources are used and statistical outputs are shown comparatively. After the wave hindcast studies,
the stability calculations are conducted. Accordingly, the structural design geometry of breakwater
sections are determined and the physical experiments are performed in the laboratory. Finally, the
modifications on the breakwater section depending on the results are discussed.

Towards the design, wind and wave climate analysis was conducted based on 42‐year‐long wind
measurements collected at the Kumköy Meteorological Station, and 31‐year‐long wind and wave
hindcasts of global atmospheric and wave models, i.e., CFSR and WaveWatch III. Then, long‐term
and extreme wind and wave characteristics for each direction were obtained. The dominant wind
and wave directions were determined as North‐North‐East (NNE) which was compatible with the
previous studies of the climatology of the region (Ozhan and Abdalla, 1999). The design wave
parameters are listed in Table and the long‐term statistical distribution of waves are shown in
Figure .

The trunk section of the main breakwater (between chainage 330 and 650 meters) was tested in a
wave flume in order to verify stability and overtopping performance. The foreshore bottom slope was
1/40 and the water depth in front of the design section was ‐11 meters. The original design section
comprises a 9 m³ Xbloc armour unit with 2/3 slope with a crest elevation of +9.50 meters (SWL). Due
to all the technical factors such as flume dimensions, water depth and wave generator performance,
the model scale was chosen as 1/60. The physical model experiments were performed based on the
scenarios. The toe elevation was ‐6.70 m (SWL) and constructed by 4‐6 ton rocks. The elevation of the
crest and the crown wall were increased by 0.5 and 1.0 meter as reference to the original design
section successively. The crest width was increased by 2.75 meters by 6‐8 ton rocks between the
Xbloc‐type armour layer and crest wall.

According to the laboratory tests, overtopping limits were satisfied by widening the crest and
increasing its elevation. The armour units and the rock material at the toe were found stable. The
damage ratio of the rock layers was determined at below 5%, whereas, for Xbloc‐type armour units,
generally zero damage is accepted. Moreover, it should be noticed that the model scale effects and the
placement convenience have great importance for armour unit performance.
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Wave propagation in the project area was numerically simulated by Simulating WAves Nearshore
(SWAN) model (Booij et al., 1999). The model takes wind input, shoaling, refraction, diffraction,
breaking and bottom friction into account.


